**Hallelujah Is Our Song**

*Intro: Appalachian feel (\( \text{h} = 76 \text{–} 80 \))*

1. What hope we have, even in the longest
2. What peace we have, even in this wounded
3. What joy we have, for the stone is rolled a-
4. What hope we have, even in the longest

1. night, for the light will overcome.
2. world where the battle rages on.
3. way, and the tomb holds nothing now.
4. night, for the light will overcome.

1. We will not fear, for we know the sun will
2. We will not fear, for we know who heals our
3. No sting of death, no power over sin or
4. And we shall live; sinners, we will rise to

1. rise.
2. souls.
3. grave, Hal-le-lu-jah is our song.
4. saints.
Refrain

Hal le lu jah! Hal le lu jah! He is risen over all. Hal le lu jah! Hal le lu jah
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is our song. 2 song.
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song. Hal le song.

Interlude
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